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Thomas Crocker and SEAL Team Six are back for another adrenaline packed adventure
from former SEAL commando Don Mann. When a cargo ship is captured by pirates off the east
coast of Africa, SEAL Team Six is called into action. What looks at first like a simple search and
rescue turns much more perilous when the ship's cargo is revealed to be yellowcake, a critical
component in nuclear weaponry. Thomas Crocker and his squad are dispatched to Libya with a clear
objective: to secure the dangerous materials before terrorists can unleash nuclear havoc on the
world.
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LoboThommy

This second book is a big improvement over Hunt the Wolf, which didn't hold my interest. In this
book, Crocker's SEAL Team Six unit is back and assigned to Libya to secure Ghaddafi's WMD
facilities. Character development is completely non-existent, with rather generic characters just
serving their purpose. But the story is fast paced, believable, with realistic situations and action and
good descriptions, and flows really well. This is shaping up to be a really a solid, readable series and
a good replacement for Richard Marcinko's Rogue Warrior books.
Scream_I LOVE YOU

I really enjoyed this book can't wait to read the next one! It was a well put together plot with insight
into the main characters psychological profile.
Samugor

Another great book to read. However, the ending left the reader guessing as to "where does Crocker
and his team go next?" I'm waiting to find out as I really enjoy reading these books. From the very
beginning of each book the author takes you right into the action.
Been there, done that, and I can relate.
Thanks.
Ber

The action is non-stop. Since again the Seals came through and saved the day. The guys are real and
they bleed which is what I like about these books.
Ylonean

Crocker got pretty beat up in this one. Lots of stuff in this one...think Crocker trying to be superman.
Still kept me reading though.
Hudora

Don Mann is the best! I am reading the entire series, I'm sad that I'm almost on the last book. You
can't put these books down, realistic, intriguing and as real world as you can get.
Pryl

I chose a 5 star because this is another action packed filled novel with Tom Crocker and his seal
team

Another great book from Don Mann
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